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Abstract: Named entity recognition (NER) is a natural language processing task to identify spans
that mention named entities and to annotate them with predefined named entity classes. Although
many NER models based on machine learning have been proposed, their performance in terms of
processing fine-grained NER tasks was less than acceptable. This is because the training data of a fine-
grained NER task is much more unbalanced than those of a coarse-grained NER task. To overcome
the problem presented by unbalanced data, we propose a fine-grained NER model that compensates
for the sparseness of fine-grained NEs by using the contextual information of coarse-grained NEs.
From another viewpoint, many NER models have used different levels of features, such as part-
of-speech tags and gazetteer look-up results, in a nonhierarchical manner. Unfortunately, these
models experience the feature interference problem. Our solution to this problem is to adopt a multi-
stacked feature fusion scheme, which accepts different levels of features as its input. The proposed
model is based on multi-stacked long short-term memories (LSTMs) with a multi-stacked feature
fusion layer for acquiring multilevel embeddings and a dual-stacked output layer for predicting
fine-grained NEs based on the categorical information of coarse-grained NEs. Our experiments
indicate that the proposed model is capable of state-of-the-art performance. The results show that
the proposed model can effectively alleviate the unbalanced data problem that frequently occurs
in a fine-grained NER task. In addition, the multi-stacked feature fusion layer contributes to the
improvement of NER performance, confirming that the proposed model can alleviate the feature
interference problem. Based on this experimental result, we conclude that the proposed model is
well-designed to effectively perform NER tasks.

Keywords: fine-grained named entity recognition; k-stacked feature fusion; dual-stacked output;
unbalanced data problem

1. Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER), a well-known task in natural language processing
(NLP), identifies word sequences in texts and classifies them into predefined categories.
NER was initially studied as a subtask of information extraction, when coarse-grained
NER systems that extract the names of people, locations, and organizations from texts were
widely used. Growing interest in NLP tasks, such as relation extraction, answering ques-
tions, and knowledge base construction, has increased the demand for fine-grained NER
systems. Although early NER systems performed well in coarse-grained NER, they often
required well-designed features in the form of language-dependent human knowledge.
To address this issue, many NER systems have adopted deep learning methods to yield
state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance. Although these models based on deep learning deliv-
ered good performance, it was restricted to tasks involving coarse-grained classification.
In fine-grained NER for English language tasks, certain systems based on deep learning
performed satisfactorily and were between 80% and 85% accurate. However, in languages
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with a large number of characters that do not use capitalization or word boundary by
spacing (e.g., a spacing unit is not a word in Korean), the performance of these systems
is unsatisfactory, that is, between 65% and 75% [1]. The main reason for the lower perfor-
mance is that the training data for fine-grained NER are more unbalanced than those for
coarse-grained NER. It is easy to find fine-grained NEs that seldom occur in training data.
To alleviate this sparse data problem, we propose an NER model that compensates for the
sparseness of fine-grained NEs with the contextual information of coarse-grained NEs that
semantically include the fine-grained NEs. Table 1 presents examples of coarse-grained NE
categories and their fine-grained NE categories.

Table 1. Example of two-level NE categories.

Coarse-Grained NE Fine-Grained NE

Class Example Class Example

Location
USA,

Washington, D.C.,
Memorial park

Country Korea
Province Gangwon-do

City Seoul

Date Thanksgiving day,
24 April 2020

Year 2020
Duration 2019–2021

These examples show that the classes of coarse-grained NEs are supersets that are
tightly associated with the classes of fine-grained NEs. If the fine-grained NE “Seoul” in
Table 1 does not occur in the training data, the contextual information of the coarse-grained
NE “Washington, D.C.” could be helpful in that it would enable the NE class “City” of
“Seoul” to be inferred because they are both capital cities.

Many NER systems actively use various linguistic and domain-specific features to
improve their performance. For example, part-of-speech (POS) tags play an important
role in detecting NE boundaries, and domain-specific gazetteers play a decisive role in
determining NE categories. Previous NER models based on deep neural networks embed-
ded various types of linguistic and domain-specific knowledge into vector spaces. Then,
they used the embedded vectors as nonhierarchical features of input layers, although the
embedded vectors imply different levels of knowledge (e.g., POS tags imply a grammatical
level of linguistic knowledge, and entities in a gazetteer imply a semantic level of domain
knowledge). In addition, some previous works have shown that different layers of deep
RNNs encode different types of information [2]. In other words, the embedded vectors are
simply concatenated to the word embeddings being used as input, and the concatenated
vectors are simply input into the NER models. Therefore, in the case of NER models with
deep architecture, such as a multi-stacked recurrent neural network (RNN), different levels
of features are mixed and interfere with each other. To alleviate the feature interference
problem, we propose a NER model in which a multi-stacked RNN layer hierarchically uses
different levels of features.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the
previous NER models. In Section 3, we describe our model to alleviate the sparse data
problem in fine-grained NER. In Section 4, we explain our experimental setup and report
some of our experimental results. In Section 5, we provide the conclusion of our study.

2. Previous Studies

NER tasks were previously resolved by considering them as sequence labeling prob-
lems. In this regard, most previous NER systems adopted machine learning (ML) models,
such as decision trees [3], maximum entropy [4], and conditional random fields [5]. To
improve the NER performance, these ML-based systems focused on feature engineering
methods, such as word n-grams, part-of-speech n-grams, lexical clues, and knowledge look-
up (to determine whether an input word exists in an external knowledge base) [6]. With the
recent success of deep learning (DL), many DL-based NER systems have been proposed to
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reduce the labor required for feature engineering [7,8]. These DL-based systems performed
reasonably by using various distributed representations (e.g., word embeddings and char-
acter embeddings) instead of expensive knowledge features. Although many researchers
have studied NER, it is not easy to find studies on fine-grained NER with hundreds of NE
classes, especially for non-English languages. The authors in [9] presented a fine-grained
entity recognizer that solved a multi-label, multi-class classification problem by adapting a
Perceptron model. The Ref. [1] conducted an empirical study to develop a fine-grained
NER model that is robust across various settings, such as the number of NE classes and the
size of the training dataset, by using a bidirectional long short-term memory model with a
conditional random field layer (BI-LSTM-CRF) [10]. They reported that a fine-grained NER
model that is effective for English is not necessarily effective for Japanese. This showed
that a fine-grained NER task has language-dependent characteristics. To overcome a lack
of training data, [11] proposed a method using a language model and an expensive knowl-
edge base in a fine-grained NER task. The Ref. [12] proposed a novel adversarial multitask
learning framework in which POS tagging is performed together with NER in Chinese.
The Ref. [13] proposed a sequence-to-sequence model to consider the entire meaning of an
input sentence. They used BI-LSTM as the encoder to equally process the past and future
information of an input sentence. Then, they added a self-attention mechanism to address
the long-term dependency problem in a long sequence. The Ref. [14] showed that the
embeddings of decomposed NE labels can be effectively used to improve the performance
of instances with low-frequency NE labels.The Ref. [15] proposed a model that included
the initial encoding layer, the enhanced encoding layer, and the decoding layer, combining
the advantages of pre-training model encoding, dual bidirectional long short-term memory
(BiLSTM) networks, and a residual connection mechanism. The Ref. [16] proposed a Chi-
nese fine-grained NER method based on a language model and model transfer considering
active learning (MTAL) to research a few labeled data. The Ref. [17] proposed a Cognitive
Impairment model that can filter, study, analyze, and interpret written communications
from social media platforms. The Ref. [18] proposed a label attention network (LAN) that
captured possible long-term label dependency by utilizing an attention mechanism and
label embedding. We adopted this LAN and proposed a dual-stacked LAN, with the lower
for coarse-grained NER and the upper for fine-grained NER.

3. Fine-Grained NER Model

To detect word boundaries (i.e., morpheme boundaries) in Korean, many NER models
perform morphological analysis in advance. Then, they generally use morphemes and
POS tags of an input sentence as inputs. Under this kind of pipeline architecture, errors
of morphological analysis directly lead to diminished performance in NER models. To
overcome this limitation, we use character n-grams as inputs. Given n characters, C1,n, in a
sentence S, let Ec

1,n and E f
1,n denote sequences of coarse-grained NE tags and fine-grained

NE tags in S, respectively. Table 2 presents NE tags that are defined according to the
well-known begin-inner-outer (BIO) character-level tagging scheme.

Table 2. Character-unit NE tags.

NE Tag Description

B-(PER|LOC|ORG|...) Beginning character of an NE with the category following “B-”
I-(PER|LOC|ORG|...) Inner character of an NE with the category following “I-”
O Character out of any NE boundary

The fine-grained NER model named FG-NER can then be formally expressed in the
following equation.

FG− NER(S) def
= argmaxP(Ec

1,n, E f
1,n|C1,n) (1)

According to the chain rule, (1) can be rewritten as the following equation.
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FG− NER(S) def
= argmaxP(Ec

1,n|C1,n)P(E f
1,n|C1,n) (2)

As shown in (2), coarse-grained NEs depend on input characters, and fine-grained
NEs depend on input characters and the given coarse-grained NEs. To simplify (2), we
adopt the following two assumptions: a first-order Markov assumption that a current
tag is dependent on the previous tag, and a conditional independent assumption that a
current tag is dependent only on its current observational information. Based on these
assumptions, we rewrite (2) as the following equation. Note that the reason why we used
two assumptions is to simplify Equation (2).

FG− NER(S) def
= argmax

n

∏
i=1

{
P(Ec

i |Ci)P(Ec
i |Ec

i−1)

P(E f
i |Ci, Ec

i )P(E f
i |E

f
i−1)

}
(3)

To obtain the sequence labels, E f
1,n, that maximize (3) by using coarse-grained NEs as

additional contextual information, we adopt a stacked BI-LSTM-LAN [17]. Figure 1 shows
the architecture of the proposed fine-grained NER (FG-NER) model. This model comprises
a k-stacked feature fusion layer (shown on the left) and a dual-stacked output layer (shown
on the right). The feature fusion layer shown in Figure 1 accepts different levels of input
embeddings that are fed into each layer of a three-stack BI-LSTM to yield a sequence of
forward hidden and backward hidden states, respectively. Subsequently, these two states
of each layer are concatenated to reflect bidirectional contextual information, as shown in
the following equation.

−→
h k

i = LSTM(Embk
i ,
−→
h k

i−1)
←−
h k

i = LSTM(Embk
i ,
←−
h k

i−1)
←→
h k

i = [
−→
h k

i ,
←−
h k

i ]
←→
H k = {

←→
h k

1,
←→
h k

2,
←→
h k

3, ...,
←→
h k

n}

(4)

where Embk
i is the i-th input embedding in the k-th stacked LSTM. Then,

←→
h k

i = [
−→
h k

i ;
←−
h k

i ]

is the concatenation of the forward hidden state
−→
h k

i and the backward hidden state
←−
h k

i of
the i-th input in the k-th stacked LSTM. In the first stacked feature fusion layer (i.e., the
lowest layer) of Figure 1, C0, Ci, and Cn+1 are a special beginning symbol of a sentence,
the i-th one of n input characters, and a special ending symbol of a sentence, respectively.
Then, C0,n+1 is a randomly-initialized character embedding of each character. A concate-
nation of three successive character embeddings (i.e., a character tri-gram embedding;
[Ci−1; Ci; Ci+1] is used as an input embedding Emb1

i for the first stacked feature fusion
layer. In the second stacked feature fusion (i.e., the middle layer) of Figure 1, POSCi is
a character-unit POS tag of the i-th input character according to a BIO-tagging scheme
similar to Table 1. Then, Emb(POSCi ) is a randomly-initialized POS embedding of the i-th
character. To enrich input characters with grammatical information, a POS tri-gram em-
bedding, [Emb(POSCi−1); Emb(POSCi ); Emb(POSCi+1)], is concatenated with the tri-gram
character embedding, Emb1

i , by using residual connections. The concatenated embedding
is used as the input embedding Emb2

i for the second stacked feature fusion layer. In the
last stacked feature fusion layer (i.e., the uppermost layer) of Figure 1, DICCi−1;Ci ;Ci+1 is
a dictionary look-up feature on whether a character tri-gram, [Ci−1; Ci; Ci+1], exists in a
dictionary including character trigrams of predefined NE lists (i.e., NE lists in a train-
ing data). Then, Emb(DICCi−1;Ci ;Ci+1) is a randomly-initialized dictionary embedding of
the i-th character. To enrich input characters with domain knowledge, the dictionary
embedding is concatenated with the character trigram embedding, Emb1

i , by using resid-
ual connections. The concatenated embedding is used as the input embedding Emb3

i
for the last stacked feature fusion layer. The hidden states of each stacked layer are
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concatenated as
←→
H = [

←→
H 1;
←→
H 2;
←→
H 3]. The lower output layer shown in Figure 1, calcu-

lates the degrees of association between H and the coarse-grained NE tag embeddings
Emb(NEc) = {Emb(NEc

1), Emb(NEc
2), . . . , Emb(NEc

m)} based on a multi-head attention
mechanism [17], as shown in the following equation.

headj = attention(QWQ
j , KWK

j , VWK
j ) = αj ∗VWV

j ,

WhereQ =
←→
H , K = V = Emb(NEc),

αj = so f tmax(
QWQ

j ∗ (KWk
j )

T

√
dh

),

A(cc
i ) = head1 ⊕ head2 ⊕ ...⊕ headk

, (5)

where WQ
j ∈ Rdh×

dh
k , WK

j ∈ Rdh×
dh
k , and WV

j ∈ Rdh×
dh
k are the weighting parameters of

the j-th parameter among k heads to be learned during training. Then, Emb(NEc) represent
the embedding vectors of m coarse-grained NE tags that are randomly initialized and
fine-tuned during training. The attention score αj is calculated using a scaled-dot product,
where dh is a dimension of H (same as the dimension of Coarse-grained NE embedding).
The attention score vector A(Cc

i ) represents the degrees of associations between the contex-

tualized input embedding
←→
h i of the i-th input character and each coarse-grained NE tag.

In other words, the vector can be considered as a potential distribution of coarse-grained
tags associated with an input character. In the prediction phase, the lower output layer
returns coarse-grained NE tags, as shown in the following equation.

Êc
i = argmax(Â1

i , Â2
i , ..., Âm

i ) (6)

where Âj
i denotes the j-th one among m attention scores in the trained attention vector Âi.

In the upper output layer in Figure 1, each coarse-grained attention score vector A(Cc
i ) is

concatenated with the hidden states of each stacked layer H to enrich fine-grained NEs
with the contextual information of coarse-grained NEs. Except that the concatenated vector
is used as a query vector of the multi-head attention mechanism, the upper output layer
follows the same procedure as the lower output layer, as shown in the following equation.

headj = attention(QWQ
j , KWK

j , VWV
j ) = αj ∗VWV

j ,

WhereQ = [LSTM(A(Cc);
←→
H )], K = V = Emb(NE f ),

αj = so f tmax(
QWQ

j ∗ (KWk
j )

T

√
dh

),

A(c f
i ) = head1 ⊕ head2 ⊕ ...⊕ headk

, (7)

where A(Cc), Emb(NE f ), and A(C f
i ) are the coarse-grained attention score vectors of n

input characters, fine-grained NE tag embeddings, and a fine-grained attention score vector
of the i-th input character, respectively. In the prediction phase, the upper output layer
follows the same process as the lower output layer, as shown in the following equation.

Ê f
i = argmax(Â1

i , Â2
i , ..., Âl

i), (8)

where Âj
i denotes the j-th attention score of l fine-grained NE categories.

In general, coarse-grained training data are less unbalanced than fine-grained training
data because coarse-grained NEs constitute a superset of fine-grained NEs. This led us to
use a two-phase training scheme to optimize the weighting parameters of the proposed
model. We first train the lower output layer to minimize the cross-entropy between the
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correct coarse-grained NE tags, Ec
i , and the outputs of the lower output layer, Êc

i , as shown
in the following equation.

HÊc(Ec) = −∑
i

Êc
i log(Ec

i ). (9)

In this phase, the weighting parameters in the lower output layer are considered to
be pre-trained because they were trained by using less unbalanced training data. Then,
we train the upper output layer to minimize the cross-entropy between the correct fine-
grained NE tags, E f

i , and the outputs of the upper output layer, Ê f
i , as shown in the

following equation.

HÊ f (E f ) = −∑
i

Ê f
i log(E f

i ). (10)

In this second phase, we expect the weighting parameters in the lower output layer to
be fine-tuned to specific values associated with the fine-grained NE tags.

Figure 1. Overall architecture of FG-NER.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Datasets and and Experimental Settings

In our experiments, we used a gold-labeled corpus annotated with 14 coarse-grained
NE tags and 147 fine-grained NE tags. This corpus was constructed by ETRI (Electronics
and Telecommunications Research Institute, https://www.etri.re.kr/eng/main/main.etri,
accessed on 15 September 2021). This corpus has been tagged with the coarse-grained
named entity and fine-grained named entity in the sentences in the encyclopedia. In
addition, it is the only training data for fine-grained NER in Korean. Table 3 presents the
distribution of NE tags found in the gold-labeled corpus.

We converted the gold-labeled corpus into an NE dataset in which each character
was annotated with the NE tags in Table 2. Then, we divided the NE dataset into training,
validation, and test datasets, respectively, to obtain a ratio of 8:1:1. Finally, we evalu-
ated the proposed model using the following evaluation measures: precision, recall rate,
and F1-score.

Precision =
# o f correct NE′s

# o f NE′s returned by a system
. (11)

Recall =
# o f correct NE′s returned by asystem

# o f correct NE′s in a test data
. (12)

https://www.etri.re.kr/eng/main/main.etri
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F1− score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
. (13)

To calculate the precision, recall rate, and F1-score, the proposed model automatically
generates NE sequences by concatenating the characters with B tags and successive I tags.

Table 3. Distribution of NE tags which mainly occurred in the corpus.

Coarse-Grained NE Tag Description Percent

QT Quantity 15.9%
DT Date 14.0%
OG Organization 12.6%
TR Theroy 8.7%
CV Civilization 8.2%

Fine-Grained NE Tag Description Percent

TR-Technology The technology of Theory 7.6%
DT-Year The Year of Date 5.3%

DT-Month The month of Date 4.8%
PS-Name The name of Person 4.7%

OG-Business The business of Organization 3.9%

4.2. Implementation

We implemented the proposed model using the Pytorch [19]. Training and prediction
occurred on a per-sentence level. Table 4 lists the parameter settings we used to train
the model.

Table 4. Model parameters.

Parameter Value

The dimension of character embedding 50
The dimension of POS embedding 16

The dimension of hidden node in the feature fusion layer 128
The dimension of hidden node in the output layer 256
The dimension of Coarse-grained NE embedding 768

The dimension of Fine-grained NE embedding 512
Batch size 64

Learning rate 0.001
Epoch 100

4.3. Experimental Results

First, we evaluated the effectiveness of the k-stacked feature fusion layer and the
dual-stacked output layer; the results are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Performance comparison depending on changes in the architecture.

Model Precision Recall F1-Score

1-In+1-Out 0.783 0.681 0.728
3-In+1-Out 0.831 0.730 0.777

3-In(H)+1-Out 0.844 0.752 0.795

1-In+2-Out 0.808 0.701 0.750
3-In+2-Out 0.849 0.760 0.801

3-In(H)+2-Out 0.865 0.769 0.814
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In Table 5, “k-In”, “k-In(H)”, “1-Out”, and “2-Out” denote a k-stacked feature fusion
layer in which a flat concatenation of all input embeddings (i.e., a character trigram
embedding, a POS trigram embedding, and a dictionary embedding) is fed into the first
layer, the proposed feature fusion layer in which different levels of input embeddings are
hierarchically fed into the k-stacked LSTMs, a single output layer (i.e., only the upper
output layer), and a dual-stacked output layer, respectively. The results in Table 5 show
that the models with a dual-stacked output layer always outperformed the models with a
single output layer. This reveals that the proposed dual-stacked output layer contributes to
alleviate the problem of unbalanced training data. In addition, “3-In(H)+2-Out” delivered
the best performance. This reveals that the hierarchical feature embeddings in a stacked
feature fusion layer are able to effectively hand over different levels of linguistic features to
an output layer.

The second experiment was conducted to compare the performance of the proposed
model with those of the previous fine-grained NER models; the results are summarized in
Table 6. In this table, “KoELECTRA-NER” is an NER model in which the character-based
ELECTRA model [20] in Korean is fine-tuned to a sequence-labeling task. ELECTRA is
a pre-trained language model with SOTA performance in many downstream NLP tasks,
such as span prediction, sequence labeling, and text classification. We carried out a Korean
NER task by pre-training KoELECTRA by using 96M sentences with 2.6B tokens. Then, we
fine-tuned KoELECTRA by using the training NE dataset. “BI-LSTM-LAN” [21] is an NER
model that simultaneously performs morphological analysis and coarse-grained NER in
Korean. This model achieved SOTA performance by outperforming Korean NER models
that did not use large pre-trained language models, such as BERT [22], ALBERT [23],
and ELECTRA.

Table 6. Performance comparison with the previous models.

Task Model Precision Recall F1-Score

Fine-grained NER KoELECTRA-NER 0.855 0.757 0.802
3-In(H)+2-Out 0.865 0.769 0.814

Coarse-grained NER
Bi-LSTM-LAN 0.855 0.813 0.833

KoELECTRA-NER 0.879 0.838 0.857
3-In(H)-1-Out 0.861 0.831 0.845

The results presented in Table 6 show that “3-In(H)+2-Out” outperformed “KoELECTRA-
NER” in the fine-grained NER task. We attribute the improved performance to the well-
formed neural network architecture with the stacked feature fusion layer and its ability to
effectively reflect contextual information and features. On the coarse-grained NER task,
the performance of “3-In(H)+2-Out” was slightly less accurate than that of “KoELECTRA-
NER”. However, “3-In(H)+2-Out” was 25 times lighter than “KoELECTRA-NER”.

4.4. Discussion

In Table 5, “3-In+1-Out” and “3-In+2-Out” were significantly outperformed by “1-
In+1-Out” and “1-In+2-Out”, respectively. This suggests that the tri-gram character vector
that concatenates three uni-gram character vectors has much more enriched information
than the uni-gram character vector. In addition, “3-In(H)+1-Out” and “3-In(H)+2-Out”
were outperformed by “3-In+1-Out” and “3-In+2-Out”, respectively. This suggests that
our hierarchical feature embeddings in a stacked feature fusion layer are more practical to
capture POS and dictionary look-up features. Finally, “3-In(H)+2-Out” was outperformed
by “3-In(H)+1-Out”. This suggests that using coarse-grained NE information contributes
to the recognization of fine-grained NE.
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5. Conclusions

We proposed a fine-grained NER model that compensates for the sparseness of fine-
grained NEs by using the contextual information of coarse-grained NEs. In addition, the
model uses a hierarchical approach to alleviate the interference of features at different
levels with each other. The proposed model consists of a multi-stacked feature fusion
layer and a dual-stacked output layer. The feature fusion layer generates multiple levels
of sentence representations and word representations by using multi-stacked BI-LSTMs.
Based on the multilevel representations, the output layer returns fine-grained NE tags
by using dual-stacked BI-LSTMs in which the lower layer is trained for coarse-grained
NER. In the experiments, the proposed model delivered SOTA performance. Based on the
experimental results, we concluded that the proposed model can effectively alleviate the
problem caused by unbalanced data in fine-grained NER tasks. In addition, we concluded
that the feature fusion architecture of the proposed model can contribute to the alleviation
of the feature interference problem.
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